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Representations of Degenerate Affine Hecke Algebra
and g[n
Takeshi Suzuki
Abstract.
We study the representation theory of the degenerate affine Hecke
algebra Ht of GLt using functors that connect the representation
theory of Ht and that of the Lie algebra gin. In particular, a new algebraic approach to the classification theorem of simple Ht-modules
is given.

Introduction
Let Ht denote the degenerate (or graded) affine Hecke algebra of GLt
introduced by Drinfeld [Dr] as a certain limit of the affine Hecke algebra.
Lusztig [Lul, Lu2] introduced the degenerate affine Hecke algebra associated to a general reductive group, and proved that the representation
theory of the degenerate affine Hecke algebra and that of the corresponding affine Hecke algebra are very close, and one can be essentially
recovered from the other.
The representation theory of the (degenerate) affine Hecke algebra
has been developed by some methods. Zelevinsky [Zel] classified simple admissible modules over GLt(F), where F is a p-adic field. This
gives a classification of simple modules over the affine Hecke algebra
of GLt through a theorem due to Bernstein, Borel and Matsumoto. In
Zelevinsky's classification, the simple modules are constructed as unique
simple quotient modules (resp. unique simple submodules) of certain induced modules called standard modules (resp. co-standard modules). In
[Ze2, Ze3], Zelevinsky conjectured that the multiplicities of simple modules in the composition series of an induced module are described by
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials of the symmetric group.
This conjecture was proved by Ginzburg [Gil] (see also [CG]) through
geometric methods. (In fact, Ginzburg gave the multiplicity formulas for
general affine Hecke algebras in terms of intersection cohomologies. For
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degenerate affine Hecke algebras, the corresponding formulas were given
by Lusztig [Lu3].)
As shown in [BBl, BK], the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials also occur
in the multiplicity formulas for highest weight modules over semisimple
Lie algebras. Consequently, the multiplicity formulas for Ht-modules
and those for g(rmodules are both described by the Kazhdan-Lusztig
polynomials of the symmetric group.
This observation led us to the study of a family of functors from
the category O of g(n-modules to the category of finite-dimensional Htmodules in [AS, Su]. It turned out that these functors, which arose
from conformal field theory [AST], transform the composition series of
a Verma module to the composition series of a standard module under
certain conditions, and they connect multiplicity formulas in two categories directly. They give a new approach to the representation theory
of Ht. For example, some results for He-modules can be deduced from
the corresponding results for g(n-modules through the functors.
The purpose of this paper is to survey the theory of the functors
and to see how it is applied to the study of the representation theory of
Ht
After some preliminaries in §1 and §2, we define the functors in
§3. It turns out that the functors map a Verma module over g(n to
an induced module over Ht, which we introduce in §4. One of the most
important statement concerning induced modules is Theorem 5.3, which
states that an induced module has a unique simple quotient under certain conditions. Using Theorem 5.3, we prove that a simple module over
g(n is mapped to a simple module over He (or zero) in §5. Theorem 5.3
also plays an essential role in §6, where we give a new proof for the
classification of simple Ht-modules. The functors reduce a part of the
problem to the classification of simple modules in the category 0. In
§7, we apply the functors to get some explicit consequences concerning a
special class of simple modules parameterized by skew Young diagrams.
§8 is on Kazhdan-Lusztig multiplicity formulas. We see that the multiplicity formulas for g(n (given in [BBl, BK]) imply those for Ht (given
in [Gil, Lu3]) via the functors. We also obtain a refinement of the
multiplicity formulas concerning the Jantzen filtration on the induced
modules (Rogawski's conjecture).
We treat the degenerate affine Hecke algebra in this paper but it
is not hard to extend the story to the non-degenerate case, where the
degenerate affine Hecke algebra is replaced by the affine Hecke algebra,
and g(n is replaced by its quantum enveloping algebra. In Appendix
B, we give an action of the affine Hecke algebra on the tensor product
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of modules over the quantized enveloping algebra. A q-analogue of the
functors is constructed from this action.
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank T. Arakawa and A. Tsuchiya
for the collaboration in [AST] and [AS]. Thanks are also due to B.
Leclerc for valuable discussions during his stay in RIMS. I am grateful
to M. Kashiwara and A. Ram for important comments.
§1.

Root system and Lie algebra g[n

Let n E Z:::,:2- Let g[n denote the Lie algebra consisting of all n x n
matrices with entries in C. An inner product is defined on g(n by

(xJy)n = tr(xy)

(I.I)

for x, y E g[n- Let tn be the Cartan subalgebra of g(n consisting of all
diagonal matrices, and let t~ be its dual space. The natural pairing is
denoted by (, )n : t~ x fn-+ C. Let Ei,j (1 :S i,j :Sn) denote the matrix
with only nonzero entries 1 at the (i,j)-th component. Define a basis
{tih=1, ... ,n oft~ by ti(Ej,j) = 5i,J, and define the roots by aiJ = ti - tJ
and the simple roots by ai = Ei - Ei+1.
Put

Rn= {aij
Rt= {aiJ

(1.2)

1 :Si=/- j :Sn},

1 :Si< j :Sn},
Iln = { ai i = 1, ... , n - I}.

(1.3)
(1.4)
Then

J

J

R;; = Rn \Rt,

J

Rn

~

t~ is a root system of type An-1 · Since the restriction of
( J )n to tn is non-degenerate, we have an isomorphism t~ ~ fn, whose
image of ~ E t~ is denoted by C. In particular we have t; = Ei,i and
a; = Ei,i - Ei+l,i+l· We often identify t~ with en by I:~=l AiEi (A1, ... , An).
Define
(1.5)

(1.6)

n-1

Qn

Pn

= EB Zai,
i=l
n

= i=l
EB Zti,

P;;

= {A E

Pn I (A,av)n ~ 0 for all a E Rt}.

An element of Pn (resp. P,;t) is called a integral (resp. dominant integral)
weight.
Putting n;t = EBi<j CEi,j, n~ = EBi> j CEi,j, we have a triangular
decomposition g[n = n;t EB tn EB
We put
= EB tn,

n~ .

b; n;
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The Weyl group Wn associated to the root system (Rn, Iln) is, by
definition, a subgroup of GL(t~) generated by the reflections s 0 (a E Rn)
defined by
(1.7)
We often use another action of Wn on t~, which is given by

wo.X=w(.X+p)-p (wEWn, AEt~),

(1.8)

where p = (n - 1, n - 2 ... , 0) E t~.
For a tn-module X and A E t~, put
(1.9)
(1.10)

x,\ = {v EX I hv = (.X,h)nv for all h E tn},
Xfen

=

{v EX I (h - (.X, h)nlv = 0 for all h E tn, some k E Z>o},
(1.11)

P(X) ={-XE t~

Ix,\-/- o}.

The space X,\ (resp xr") is called the weight space (resp. generalized
weight space) of weight A with respect to tn, and an element of P(X) is
called a weight of X.
Let U(g(n) denote the universal enveloping algebra of gin. There is
a unique anti-involution (J' of U(gln) such that (J'(Eij) = Eji· For a g(nmodule X, a bilinear form (I) : Xx X - C is called a g(n-contravariant
form if (ulxv) = ((J'(x)ulv) for all u, v EX and x E g(n·
For A E t~, let M(.X) = U(gln) 0u(b;t) Cv,\ denote the Verma module
with highest weight .X, where V,\ denotes the highest weight vector. There
is a unique g(n-contravariant form on M(.X) such that (v,\IV,\) = 1. It
follows that the radical of ( I ) is the unique maximal submodule of
M(.X). (See e.g. (Ja] for the proofs.) The unique simple quotient module
of M(.X) is denoted by L(.X).
Let O = O(g(n) denote the category of g(n-modules which are
finitely generated over U(g(n), n;t-locally finite and tn-semisimple (see
[BGG]). The modules M(.X) and L(.X) are objects of 0. Let n :
Z(U(g(n)) - C denote the infinitesimal character of M(.X) (i.e. zv =
n(z)v for all z E Z(U(g(n)), v E M(.X)). We introduce an equivalence
relation in t~ by
(1.12)

A ~ µ {:} A = w o µ for some w E 6n,

Then it follows that X-\ = Xµ, if and only if A
subcategory OX>- of O by
(1.13)

~ µ.

Define the full

ob OX>.= {XE obO I (KernlX = 0 for some k}.
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Then any X E ob O admits a decomposition

(1.14)
such that XX>- E ob on, where ,\ runs over all representatives oft~/
The correspondence X f----t xn gives an exact functor on 0.
For XE ob 0, put

(1.15)

H 0 (n!,X) = {v EX I n!v = O},

(1.16)

Ho(n;;, X)

~.

= X/n;; X.

Then these are finite-dimensional tn-modules. By the universality of the
Verma module and (1.14), we have H 0 (n;t,X),x ~ Hom 9 cJM(>.),X) =
Hom 91 JM(,\),XX>-)) ~ H 0 (n;t,XX>-),x. ItalsoholdsthatH0 (n;;,X)>. ~
H 0 (n;;, XX>- ),x. Hence we have a natural injective (resp. surjective) map
H 0 (n;t, X),x ----, (XX>- ),x, (resp. (XX>-)>. ----, Ho(n;;, X)>.). Set

(1.17)
Lemma 1.1 ([AS]). Let ,\ E Dn. Then the maps defined above are
both bijective: H 0 (n;t,X),x ~ (XX>-),x ~ H 0 (n;;,X),x.
§2.

Symmetric group and degenerate affine Hecke algebra

Let£ E Z 2 2. Let Si denote the symmetric group. Let Si denote the
simple reflection (i, i + 1). Then Si is generated by s1, ... , se-1, and
the correspondence Si f----+ Sa; gives an isomorphism from 6e to the Weyl
group We of the root system (Re, Ile).
The length function l : Se ----, Z 20 is defined by l(w) = ~Re(w) for
w E Se, where

(2.1)
We write w ----, y if y = saw for some a E Re and l(w) < l(y). Define
w < y if there is a sequence w----, w 1 ----, w2 ----, • • • ----, y. The resulting
relation $ in Si defines a partial order called the Bruhat order. Put

:~: :>i =
n

Pn(£) = {,\ E Pn I Ai ~ 0 (i = 1, ... , n) and

£},

i=l

P;t(£) = Pn(£) n P;t.
An element of Pn(£) is called a partition of£ with n components. The set
P;[(£) is in one to one correspondence with the set of Young diagrams
with £ boxes consisting of at most n rows.
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Define a surjective map Pn(.e)----+ P;t(.e) by the correspondence>. >.+,where>.+ denotes the unique element in P;t(.e) n {w(>.) I w E 6£}.
Let us recall that simple Si-modules are parameterized by the set
P/(.e). Let 8>,. denote the simple module corresponding to>. E P/(.e).
For >. = (>. 1, ... , >.n) E Pn(.e), consider the parabolic subgroup
6>,. := 6>,.l x · · · x 6>,.n of 6i and set
{2.2)

et= {w E 6i I l(ws) > l(w) for alls E 6>,.

n {s1, ... , Si-1}}.

Then an element w of et is the unique shortest element in the coset
w6>,..
The group 6i acts on the set
6£/6>. and thus the spaceC[6t]
spanned by the elements in et is regarded as a C[6i]-module. The 6imodule structure of C(6t] depends only on the image>.+ E Pn(.e).
Let>. E P;t(.e). It is known that the 6i-module qet] decomposes
into

et~

qet l ~ B>,. EB

{2.3)

EB

s'!K.,,,.,

vEP;!:(i), v1>>.

where 1> denotes the dominance order in the set of partitions, and Kv,>.
denotes some non-negative integer called Kostka number (see e.g. [Mac,
Sal).
Let S{ti) denote the symmetric algebra of ti, which is isomorphic to
the polynomial ring C[1:{, ... , 1:H

Definition 2.1. The degenerate ( or gradea) affine Hecke algebra Hi
of GLi is the unital associative algebra over C defined by the following
properties:
{i) As a vector space, Hi ~ C[6i] ® S{ti){ii) The subspaces C[6i] ® C and C ® S{ti) are subalgebras of Hi in
a natural fashion {their images will be identified with C[6i] and S(ti)
respectively).
{iii) The following relations hold in Hi:
{2.4)

Si•e-si(e)-si=-(ai,e)i

Proposition 2.2.

(i=l, ... ,£, eEti)-

(Lul] The center of Hi is

S(ti) 6 l := {/ E S{ti) I w(f) = f

for any w E 6£}.

It is easy to verify that there exists a unique anti-involution 1, on Hi
such that
{2.5)

1,(si)=si{i=l, ... ,.e-1), t{fi)=1:"f(i=l, ... ,.e).
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For an He-module Y, a bilinear form ( I ) : Y x Y -----+ C is called an
He-contravariant form if (ulxv) = (L(x)ulv) for all u, v E Y and all

x

E

He.

Let us introduce intertwining operators, which are useful tools for
the investigation of representation theory of He. In the rest of this
section we refer to e.g. [Lul, AST] for the proofs of statements.
For each i E {1, ... ,£-1}, we put

Then we have

Proposition 2.3.
ing relations:

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

The elements {</>ih defined above satisfy the follow-

q>i · </>i+l · q>i = </>i+l · q>i · </>i+l (i = 1, ... ,£ - 2),
</>i · </>j = </>j · </>j (Ii - ii =I- 1),

¢f = 1 -

a;

2

(i

= 1, ... , C - 1)).

For w E 6e, let w =sit··· Sj. E 6e be a reduced expression. Put

Then the element <f>w does not depend on the choice of reduced expressions by Proposition 2.3, and it holds that
(2.9)

</>wy = </>w · </>y if l(wy) = l(w)

+ l(y).

By (2.6), we have
(2.10)

</>w · ~ = w(~) · </>w

(w E 6e, ~ E te).

For an He-module Y and (Et;, we define Y,;:, Ytn, and P(Y) by the
same formulas as (1.9), (1.10), and (1.11) respectively.
Note that any finite-dimensional He-module Y admits the decomposition Y = EB.;:Et; Ytn.
Proposition 2.4. Let Y be an He-module. Let ( E
Then </>w(Y,;:) ~ Yw(O and </>w(Ytn) ~ Y!(~)"

t;

and w E 6e.

The element <f>w is called the intertwining operator (of weight spaces).
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Let w E 6£. The following relations hold in Ht:

Proposition 2.5.

(i)
<Pw

II

= w.

av+

aERL(w)

for some Py E S(tt). Here Rt(w)

(ii)
<Pw-1 · <Pw

=

LY.

Py,

y<w

= Rt n w- 1 (Ri").

II

(1 - av 2 ).

aERL(w)

§3.

Functors F>,.
Let us recall the definition of the functor

introduced in [AS]. Here R( Ht) denotes the category of finite-dimensional
representations of Ht. Let Vn = en denote the vector representation of
g[n.
Proposition 3.1 ([AS]).
homomorphism

For any X E O(g[n), there exists a unique

(3.1)
such that

(3.2)

0(si)=Oii+l

(3.3)

0(1:{)=

L

(i=l, ... ,£-1),
nji+n-1

(i=l, ... ,£),

0:5,j<i

where

nji

(3.4)

denote the operator given by the element
~
~

l®i©Ek,m ©l®i-i- 1 @Em,k ©1®£-iEgl®i+l_

1:5,k,m:5,n

Remark 3.2. The action of 6t given by (3.2) is just the natural action
of 6t on Vn®i.

Let

>. E Dn and X E ob O(g[n). We define

(3.5)
with an induced Ht-module structure through the homomorphism 0.
Obviously F>,. defines an exact functor from O(g[n) to R(Ht).
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Let X, YE obO(g(n) with g[n-contravariant forms ( I )x, ( I )y.
Then the tensor product X © Y is equipped with a g[n-contravariant
bilinear form ( I )x x ( I )y.
The following Proposition immediately follows from the definition
of the action 0.
Lemma 3.3 ([Sul). Let X be a g(n -module with a g[n -contravariant
form. The g(n-contravariant form on X © Vn® t is also Ht-contravariant,
and it induces an Ht-contravariant form on (X © Vn®t)r" = F>.(X).
§4.

Induced modules
Let>..,µ

Et~

be such that >.. - µ

E

= >..i -

(i

(4.1)

Ci

µi,

Pn(C), and put

= 1, ... , n).

Put H>.-µ := Ht 1 © · · · © Htn = <C[6>.-µ] © S(lt) and regard it as a
subalgebra of Ht- There exists a one-dimensional representation <C>.,µ =
<Cl>.,µ of H>.,µ such that
(4.2)

wl>.,µ

(4.3)

O>.,µ

where (>.,µ E

= 1>.,µ (w E 6>.-µ),
= ((>.,µ,()tl>.,µ (( E lt),

t; is given by

(4.4)
i-1

((>.,µ, t'f) t = µi

+n - i +j

-

L ck - l
k=l

Note, in particular, that if we put ai
then
(4.5)

(4.6)

i-1

for

i

Lek< i ~ Lek.
k=l

k=l

= I::~·:}1Ck+ l and bi = I::~=l Ck,

= (µ + p, ti}n, ((>.,µ, ttJt = (>.. + p, ti}n ((>.,µ, ai)t = -1 for i ¢ {b1, b2, ... , bn}-

((>.,µ, t~Jt

1,

Define an Ht-module M(>.., µ) by
(4.7)

It is obvious that M(>.., µ)
is given by

!q6 t]~ <C[6f_µ] and thus its dimension
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For ( E

t;, let 6£[(]

denote the stabilizer of(:
6£[(] = {s E 6t I w(() = (}.

(4.8)
Lemma 4.1.

For >.., µ E t~ such that >.. - µ E Pn (£), we have

(i) P(M(>..,µ)) = {w((>.,µ) I w E 6f_µ}(ii) For 'T/ E P(M(>.., µ)), we have
dimM(>.., µ);en= #{w E 6}_µ

I w((>.,µ)

= TJ}.

n 6£[(>.,µ]).

In particular, dimM(>..,µ)~:~,, = # ( 6f_µ

Proof. First, note that {wl>.,µ I w E 6}_µ} gives a basis of M(>.., µ).
For~ E lt and w E 6}_µ, it follows from the relation (2.4) that

~ • wl>.,µ = w • w- 1 (~)1>.,µ

+L

ayyl>.,µ

y<w

(4.9)

= (w((>.,µ), ~)lwl>.,µ

+L

ayyl>.,µ,

y<w

for some numbers ay, where y runs over those elements of 6}_µ such
that y < w. Hence we have (i). Now (ii) is obvious.
Q.E.D.
We extend the definition of M(>.., µ) for any>..,µ Et~ by
(4.10)

M(>.., µ) = 0 for>..,µ Et~ such that >.. - µ

Let >.. E Dn and µ E t~.
isomorphism ofHt-modules

Theorem 4.2 ([AS]).

F>.(M(µ))

~

r/.

Pn(f).

Then there is an

M(>..,µ).

For w E 6n, let w~ denote the unique longest element in the coset
6n[>.. + p]w6n[µ + p].

Let>..,µ E Dn and w E 6n be such that >..-woµ E Pn(f).
Then M(>.., w o µ) ~ M(>.., w~ o µ).

Lemma 4.3.

Proof. We prove the statement using the fact known in the representation theory of g[n; there exists an injective homomorphism M (w~ o µ) --+
M (w o µ). By applying the exact functor F>., we have an injective
homomorphism M(>.., w~ o µ) --+ M(>.., w o µ). It is easy to see that
(>.. - w o µ)+ = (>.. - w~ o µ)+. This implies dimM(>.., w~ o µ) =
dim M(>.., w o µ) and thus M(>.., w o µ) ~ M(>.., w~ o µ).
Q.E.D.
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Simple quotient

We give a sufficient condition for an induced module to have a unique
simple quotient (Theorem 5.3), which is an essential step to the classification of simple representations of He. Theorem 5.3 has been obtained
by Zelevinsky [Zel]. We give another proof and the key Lemma 5.2
seems to be new.
Lemma 5.1. Let>.,µ Et~ be such that>.-µ E Pn(C), and suppose that
(>. + p, a':()n = 0 or(>.+ p, a':()n (j. Z. Then M(>., µ) ~ M(si o >., Si o µ).
Proof If(>.+ p, a':()n = 0, then the statement follows from Lemma 4.3.
Suppose (>. + p, a':()n (j. Z. Put Cj = >.j - µj (j = 1, ... , n) and
let w be the element of 6e;+ei+ 1 corresponding to the permutation

(1,2, ... ,£i+£i+1) .-. (£i+l,£i+2, ... ,£i+£i+1,l,2, ... ,£i)- Regard
6e;+e;+i as a subgroup of 6e via {1} x 6e;+e;+i x {1} ~ 6e 1+···+f,_ 1 x
6e,+e;+1 X 6e;+2+···Hn ~ Se. Then (s;o>.,s;oµ = w((>.,µ) and there exists
an He-homomorphism M(sio>., sioµ) - M(>., µ) such that ls,o>.,s,oµ .-.
¢wl>.,µ- It follows from Proposition 2.5-(ii) that ¢w-1¢wl>.,µ is nonzero
and thus ¢w is invertible. Hence it gives an isomorphism.
Q.E.D.
For r-, E t~, put Rn[r-,] = {a E Rn I (r-,, av)n = O}. It is not difficult
to see that Rn[r-,] is a root system and its Weyl group is the stabilizer
6n[r-,] of r-,, i.e. 6n[r-,] = (s 0 I a E Rn[r-,]).
Put
(5.1)

P:

(5.2)

P,,,-

I (µ,av)n
={µEt~ I (µ,av)n
={µEt~

n Rn[r-,]},
ER-:;: n Rn[r-,]}.

E Z::::o

for any a ER-:;:

E Z::;o

for any a

The proof of the following important lemma is given in Appendix

A.
Lemma 5.2. Let>.,µ E t~ be such that>. - µ E Pn(C). Suppose the
following conditions:

(a)>. E Dn.
(b) µ+p E Pf+P ·
(c) There exists numbers 1 = mo < m1 < · · · <

mk

=

£ for which we

have

(5.3)

Ai - Aj

E

Z {::} ffir-1 < i,j

Then, we have M (>., µ )<;;..,,,,

~ mr for some r E

{1, ... , k}.

= Cl.x,µ-

Theorem 5.3. Let>.,µ Et~ be such that>. - µ E Pn(C). If>. E Dn,
then M(>., µ) has a unique simple quotient module, which is denoted by
.C(>.,µ).
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Proof. By Lemma 5.1, it is enough to prove the statement assuming
that >. satisfies the conditions in Lemma 5.2. Let N be a submodule
of M(>., µ). If
0, then Nr.A,,. -I 0. By Lemma 5.2, this implies
l,\,µ E N and thus N = M(>., µ). Hence a proper submodule N must
satisfy N ~ EBT/#t.A,,.M(>., µ)~:~,.. The sum of all the proper submodules
also satisfies this property and it is a unique maximal proper submodule.
Q.E.D.

Ng,: -/

For >. E Dn, we call M(>., µ) a standard module. The following
lemma is also a consequence of Lemma 5.2.

Let >. E Dn and µ E >. - Pn(f). Let ( I ) be a nonzero Hi-contravariant form on M(>., µ) and let N be a unique maximal
submodule of M(>.,µ). Then N = rad( I ).

Lemma 5.4.

Proof. It is obvious that rad( I ) ~ N. To prove the opposite inclusion,
first note that M(>., µ)~en ..LM(>., µ)rn with respect to ( I ) unless 'T/ = (.
For any u E N and x E Hi, we have (ulxl,\,µ) = (i(x)ulh,µ) = 0
because i(x)u E N ~ $7/#(A,1' M(>., µ)rn and 1,\,µ E M(>., µ)~:~,.. This
implies N ~ rad( I ).
Q.E.D.
By Lemma 3.3, the g[n-contravariant form on L(µ) induces an Hicontravariant form on .C(>.,µ) = F,\(L(µ)), and it turns out to be nondegenerate. Now, Lemma 5.4, implies that the Hi-module A(L(µ)) is
simple unless it is zero. More precisely, we have
Theorem 5.5 ([AS, Sul).

(i) Ifµ+

p E PM-p

(ii) Ifµ+ p

ff.

Let>.

E Dn

andµ

then we have A(L(µ))

P;:+P then we have A(L(µ))

~

E

>. - Pn(f).

.C(>., µ).

= 0.

Remark 5.6. (i) One can expressµ in Theorem 5.5 asµ= w o µ with
some w E Sn and ji, E Dn. Then the condition µ+p E P;:+P is equivalent
to
µ

= w,\ o µ

or equivalently

µ

= w£ o µ.

Here w,\ (resp. w£) denotes the unique longest element in the coset
Sn[>.+ p]w (resp. Sn[>.+ p]wSn[Jl, + pl). (See [Su, Remark 3.2.3] for
the proof.)
(ii) In [Su], we give a proof of Theorem 5.5 using the result by Zelevinsky [Zel, Theorem 6.1] that describes when two simple modules are
isomorphic. In the following, we give a modified proof of Theorem 5.5
without referring to Zelevinsky's result. (See Theorem 6.5.)
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Proof of Theorem 5.5. The statement (ii) follows from Lemma 4.3 easily
(see [Sul).
Let us prove (i). It is enough to see that F>.(L(µ)) is nonzero under
the condition µ + p E Pi:+P' by which we can write µ as µ = w£ o µ,
where ji E Dn and wS is the longest element in Sn[>.+ p]wSn[fi + p].
In the Grothendieck group of O(n[n), we write
M(w£

(5.4)

o

µ)

= L(w£ o µ) +

L ay,,L(y;,,

o

µ).

Yr,

Here the sum runs over those elements Y;,, E Wn such that y;,, is longest
in Y;,, Wn [µ + p] and y;,, >
Note that this implies

w£-

(5.5)
Applying F>. to (5.4) we have
(5.6)

M(>., w£

o

µ)

= F>.(L(w£ o µ)) +

L ay,,F>.(L(y;,,

o

µ))

Yr,

in the Grothendieck group of R(Hi). Note that

F>. (L(y;,,

0

µ) )!qst] ~ M(>., Y;,,

0

ji)!qst]

= EBv~(>.-y,,oµ,)+ S~av

with some a,, E Z>o- By Lemma 5. 7 below, it follows from (5.5) that(>.y;,,oji)+r;;,(>.-wsoµ), and thus F>.(L(y;,,oji)) does not contain S(>.-w~oji,)+,
µ
which must be contained in M(>.,w£ o µ). Therefore F>,(L(wS o µ))
cannot be zero.
Q.E.D.
Lemma 5.7. Let>.,µ E Dn and w,y E Sn be such that>. - w o
µ, >. - yoµ E Pn(C). If y <t Sn[>.+ p]wSn[µ + p] and y > w, then
(>. - YOµ)+ f> (>. - WOµ)+

Proof. First suppose that y = sO/.w for o: ER;;. Then l(y) > l(w) implies
w- 1 (0:) ER";;, and it follows that (>.+p, o:v)n 2: 0 and (w(µ+ p), o:v)n =
(µ + p,w- 1 (o:v)) 2: 0. Hence we have
I(>. - Y Oµ, o:v)nl =I(>.+ p,o:v)n + (w(µ + P), o:v)nl 2:
I(>.+ P, o:v)n - (w(µ + P), o:v)nl = I(>. -

W O

µ, o:v)nl•

This implies (>. - yoµ)+ ~ (>. - w o µ)+. The equality holds only
when (>. + p, o:v)n = 0 or (w(µ + p), o:v)n = 0, that is, only when
y = S0t.W E Sn[A + p]wSn[µ + p].
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Now let us consider the general case. Since y > w, there is a sequence
a(l), ... , a(m) in R"j; such that y = S 0 (,nJ • • • S 0 pJW and l(w(k+l)) >
l(w(k)) (k 2". 0), where w(k) = Sa<kJ • • • S 0 (1JW. Now the statement follows
by the induction on m.
Q.E.D.
In the proof of Theorem 5.5, we have also proved the following
Corollary 5.8.

Let.XE Dn andµ E .X - Pn(R). Then

£(.X, µ)!qe,]

~ S(>,-µ,)+

EB

EB

s~N;_,v

vt>(>.-µ,)+

for some non-negative integers N;,,,.

§6.

Classification of simple modules

Let us consider the particular case where € = n. For ( E t1, we put
I(() := M(( - p + E, (

-

p),

le;- := lc;--p+e,(-p,

where E = (1, ... , 1) E t;. The He-module I(() is called the principal
series representation associated with (. As a C[6e]-module, I(() is
isomorphic to the regular representation. Note also that Oc;- = ((,e)el
for E te, and that

e

for any He-module Y.
Lemma 6.1 ([Roi). Let ( E t1 and w E 6e. Then I(() and I(w(())
have the same composition factors.
Proof. It is enough to prove the statement when w is the simple reflection, say si. The intertwining operator <Pi = l + Sia'( defines Hehomomorphisms <I>i : I(() --. I(si(()) and <J>i : I(si(()) --. I(() such
that le;- ~ <Pils,(() and ls,(<) ~ <Pile;- respectively. If((, an e -:/- ±1, then
by (2.8), <I>i is an isomorphism. Now, it is enough to prove the statement
in the case ((,ane = 1. Through I(()!qet] ~ I(si(())!qe,] ~ C[6el,
the <I>i and <J>i are regarded as the maps between C[6e] given by v ~
v(l - si) and v ~ v(l + si) (v E C[6e]) respectively. Therefore the

sequence I(() ~ I(si(())
group of 'R(He), we have

t

I(() is exact. Hence, in the Grothendieck

as required.
Lemma 6.1 implies the following

Q;E.D.
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Proposition 6.2. Any finite-dimensional irreducible He-module is a
composition factor of I(() for some ( E p + De.
Theorem 6.3. (cf [Zel, Theorem 6.1] (Chl])
Any finite-dimensional simple module over He is isomorphic to£(>., wo
(>. - E)) for some>. E De and w E 61 such that>. -w o (>. - E) E P1(f).

Proof Let L be a finite-dimensional simple Hi-module. By Proposition 6.2, we can suppose that Lis a composition factor of I(() for some
( E p + D1. Put >. = ( - p + E E De. By Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.5,
the functor F>, transforms the composition series of M(>. - E) to the
composition series of I(>. + p - E) = I((). Therefore L is of the form
.C(>.,w o (>. - E)) = F>-.(L(wL, o (>. - E)) for some w E 61.
Q.E.D.
We say that an Hi-module Y is of level n if Y !qst] ~ EBvEP,t (e) S;f av
for some av E Z;:,:o- The induced module M(>.,µ) (>.,µEt~) is of level
n. Any finite-dimensional He-module is of level e.
Corollary 6.4. Any simple H1- module of level n is isomorphic to
£(>.,µ) for some>. E Dn andµ E >. - Pn(f).
Theorem 6.5. (cf. [Zel, Theorem 6.1]) Suppose that>.,µ E Dn and
w, y E 6n satisfy >. - w o µ, >. - yoµ E Pn(f). Then the following are
equivalent:
(a) y E 6n(>. + p]w6n[µ + p],
(b) M(>., w o µ) ~ M(>., yoµ),
(c) .C(>.,w o µ) ~ .C(>.,y o µ).

Proof. (a)=}(b) follows from Lemma 4.3. (b)=}(c) is obvious.
(c)=}(b): Suppose (c), then there is a weight vector v EM(>., yoµ)
whose weight is (>-.,woµ- Let Si E 6 >-.-woµ- Then </>iv is a weight vector of weight si((>-.,woµ)- But si((>-.,woµ) does not belong to P(.C(>., yo
µ)) = P(.C(>.,w o µ)) because it does not belong to P(M(>.,w o µ)) =
{x((>-.,woµ) I X E 6f-woµ} (Lemma 4.1-(i)). Hence </>iv = (1 - Si)v = 0
for any Si E 6>-.-woµ- Therefore there exists an Hi-homomorphism
f : M(>., w o µ) -+ M(>., y o µ) such that f(l>-.,woµ) = v. By Corollary 5.8, the image f(M(>.,w o µ)) contains S(>-.-woµ)+ = S(>-.-yoµ)+ as
a C[6e]-submodule. Since S(>-.-yoµ)+ generates M(>., yoµ) over Ht, the
homomorphism f is surjective and thus bijective.
(b)=}(a): We prove the statement only for the case >. E P1. The
general case is reduced to this case. Suppose (b). It is enough to prove
w = y assuming that w (resp. y) is the shortest element in 6n[>. +
p]w6n[µ + p] (resp. 6n[>. + p]y6n[µ + pl). Note that this assumption
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implies w o µ + p E Pf+P and yoµ+ p E Pf+P (see [Su, Remark 3.2.3]
for the proof). First we prove (>.,woµ = (>.,yoµ- For this purpose, we
introduce a total order in Pi by

( > 'T/ {::} 3 k

E { 1, ... , £} such that (k

> 'f/k and

(i

= 'T/i for i 2: k + 1.

Through some combinatorial argument, it follows from the assumption
woµ+p E Pf+P (resp. yoµ+p E Pf+p) that (>.,woµ (resp. (>.,yoµ) is the
minimal element in P(M(.>..,w o µ)) = {x((>.,µ) Ix E 6Lwoµ} (resp. in
P(M(.>.., yoµ)). Therefore (b) implies (>.,woµ = (>.,yoµ•
Next, let us prove 6 >.-woµ = 6 >.-yoµ- Let Si E 6 >.-woµ- Then by
the same argument we used in the proof of the implication (c)=}(b), we
have Sil>.,yoµ = 1>.,yoµ for any Si E 6>.-woµ- This implies 6>.-woµ C
6>.-yoµ- Similarly we have 6>.-yoµ ~ 6>.-woµ, and thus 6>.-woµ =
6>.-yoµFinally, let us see w o µ = yoµ, that is equivalent to w = y. Put
Pi = (A - W O µ, En n and Qi = (A - Y O µ, En n. Suppose W O µ -/- Y O µ
and let k E {1, ... , n} be the largest number such that Pk -/- Qk- We
may assume that Pk -/- 0. Then 6 >.-woµ = 6 >.-yoµ implies that there
exists j < k such that Qi= 0 for i = j + 1,j + 2, ... , k and Pk = Qj- Put
m = I::=l Pi = I:{= 1Qi• Now (>.,woµ = (>.,yoµ implies (.>.. + p, Ek}n =
((>.,woµ,E'/n)e + 1 = ((>.,yoµ,E'/n)i + 1 = (.>.. + p,Ef)n, and thus CY.jk E
Rt n Rn[.>.. + p]. But (yoµ, a'jk)n = -Qj < 0. This contradicts the
assumption yoµ+ p E Pf+p· Hence w o µ = yoµ.
Q.E.D.
§7.

Skew shape representations

As remarked in [AS], the construction of the functors gives a generalization of the Frobenius-Schur-Weyl reciprocity. Let us recall the
classical Frobenius-Schur-Weyl reciprocity between 6e and g(n- Let g(n
and 6e act on the space vn°e from the left naturally. Then each of
the images of U(g(n) and C[6e] in Endc(Vn°t) is the commutant of the
other. This gives the following decomposition law:
(7.1)

vn0e

=

EB
>.EP;; (l)

as a U(g(n) x C[6t]-module.
Proposition 7.1.

Letµ E P;;.

L(.>..) ® S>.,
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(i) As a U(g[n) x He-module,

EB

(7.2)

L(>..) ® .C(>.., µ),

(ii) Each of the images of U(g[n) and He on Endc(L(µ) ® Vn®e) is the

commutant of the other.
Proof. (i) Note that, for ).. E P;t and a finite-dimensional g[n-module X,
we have

The right hand side is isomorphic to H 0 (n;t, X)>.- Hence, by Lemma 1.1,
we have

L(µ) ® vn@e =

EB L(>..) ® Hom U(g[n)(L(>..), L(µ) ® Vn®f)
>.EP;t

=

EB L(>..) ® F>.(L(µ)).
>.EP;t

Now, Theorem 5.5 implies the statement. (ii) follows from (i).

Q.E.D.

Suppose>..,µ E P;t and>..-µ E Pn(f). Then>../µ gives a skew Young
diagram (skew shape) with£ boxes. The corresponding simple module
.C( >.., µ) is called a skew shape representation, which has been studied
e.g. in [Chl, Ch2, Ch3, Ra]. We will recover some results on them as
consequences of the applications of the functors.
Proposition 7.2 ([Ch3, Ra]).

Let>..,µ E P;t such that>..-µ E Pn(f).

Then
(7.4)

"('A,µ )! 6t

L,

~
=

ffi
'i;J7

>.

Sv©cµv,

vEP;t ,>.-vEPn (f)
where the coefficient is given by the Littlewood-Richardson number
c;v = dimcHomu(gln)(L(>..),L(µ) ®L(v)).
Proof. Follows from .C(>.., µ) = Hom U(gln)(L(>..), L(µ) ® Vn®f) and (7.1).
Q.E.D.
It is well-known that the characteristic (see [Mac]) of the CC[6e]module Sv is given by the Schur function. Hence, Proposition 7.2 states
that the characteristic of£(>..,µ) (as a C[6e]-module) is given by the
skew Schur function ([Mac]).
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Proposition 7.3 ([Ch3]). Let>..,µ
Then there exists an exact sequence

(7.5)

0

f--

.C(>.., µ)

f---

Co

f--

C1

E

P;t be such that>.. - µ

f-- • · · f--

Cn(n-1)/2

f--

E

Pn(£).

0

of Ht-modules, where
Ci=

EB

M(>..,y o µ).

yEISn, l(y)=i

Proof. Apply F>.. to the BGG resolution ([BGG]) for the finite-dimensional
simple g(n-module L(µ).
Q.E.D.
Remark 7.4. By considering the characteristics as C[Sf]-modules, one
can see that the Jacobi-Trudi identity for a skew Schur function ([Mac])
follows from the sequence (7.5) (cf. [Ze4, Ak]).
§8.

Multiplicity formulas

For a module M and a simple module L, let [M : L] denote the
multiplicity of L in the composition series of M.
Let S~ denote the integral Weyl group ofµ Et~:

(8.1)

S~ = {w E Sn Iµ -

W

o

µ E Qn}-

The following formula is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 5.5:
Theorem 8.1. Let >.., µ E Dn and let w, y E S~ such that >.. - w
µ, >.. - yoµ E Pn(£). Then we have

(8.2)

o

[M(>.., w o µ) : .C(>.., yoµ)] = [M(w o µ) : L(y>.. o µ)],

where y>.. denotes the longest element in Sn[>..+ p]y.
Let >.., µ E Dn and w, y E S~ be as in Theorem 8.1. The equality
(8.2) has been known (at least in the case£= n) through the following
two multiplicity formulas:
(8.3)
(8.4)

[M(w o µ) : L(y o µ)]

= Pw,y,, (1),

[M(>.., w o µ) : .C(>.., yoµ)] = Pw,yt (1).

Here Pw,y(q) E Z[q, q- 1] denotes the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial [KL]
of the Hecke algebra associated to S~ (we put Pw,y(q) = 0 for w f.. y for
convenience), and Yµ (resp. yt) denotes the longest element in ySn[µ+p]
(resp. Sn[>..+ p]ySn[µ + pl).
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Remark 8.2. It follows from (8.3) and (8.4) that Pw,yµ(l) = Pwµ,Yµ(l)
and Pw ' y>-(1)
= Pw µ, y>-(1)
= Pw>.µ,' y>-(1).
The last number is expressed in
µ
µ,
µ,
terms of the intersection cohomology concerning nilpotent orbits on the
quiver variety [Ze3].

The formula (8.3) was conjectured by Kazhdan-Lusztig [KL] and
proved by Beilinson-Bernstein [BB 1] and Brylinski-Kashiwara [BK]. The
formula (8.4) was conjectured by Zelevinsky [Ze2] (see also [Ze3]) and
proved by Ginzburg [Gil] (see also [CG]) and by Lusztig [Lu3]. The
theory of perverse sheaves plays an essential role in these proofs.
Let us see that Theorem 8.1 (proved in a purely algebraic way) implies that the Kazhdan-Lusztig formula (8.3) is equivalent to its degenerate affine Hecke analogue (or its p-adic analogue) (8.4). The implication
(8.3) =} (8.4) is obvious. The implication (8.4) =} (8.3) is proved as
follows. Take any µ E Dn and w, y E 6~. Then we can find £ E Z~2
and,\ E Dn + p such that

,\ - z o µ

E Pn(f)

for all z

E

6~.

In this case F>.(L(z o µ)) never vanishes and thus it is isomorphic to
£(,\, z o µ). Now (8.4) implies (8.3).
Note that the formula (8.3) has an inverse formula, which expresses
the character of L(w o µ) as a combination of the character of Verma
modules. By applying the functor, we have the corresponding formula
for He-modules.
Corollary 8.3. Let ,\, µ E Dn and let y E 6~ such that ,\ - y o µ E
Pn(f). Then, in the Grothendieck group of R(He), we have

£(,\,YOµ)

L (
wtE6~

= £(,\,

y;

0

µ)

=

L

(-l)lµ(x)+lµ(Y~) Px1r,yt1r(l)) M(,\,

w;

o

µ).

xE6n[>.+p]wt6n[µ+p]

Here lµ and 1r denote the length function and the longest element of 6~
respectively, and Lw>-Eeµ
denotes the summation over those elements
µ
n

w; E 6~ such that w; is longest in 6n[,\ + p]wt6n[µ

+ p].

Next we will consider a refinement of the formula (8.4) concerning
the Jantzen filtration. We fix a weight 6 E t~. Let A= C[[ t ]] denote the
ring of formal power series int. We use the notation: r/ = rJ+6t E t~ © A
for 'T/ Et~. Forµ Et~, let M(µt) be the Verma module of g[n ©A with
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highest weight µt:

M(l) = (U(g[n) @A)

(Avµ•).

0
U(b;t) ® A

The g{n-contravariant bilinear form on M(µ) can be naturally extended
to a g{n 0 A-contravariant form ( I )M(µ•) on M(l).
Define
M(µt)j

= {v

E

M(l) I (v I u)M(µ•) E ti A for all u E M(l)}.

Putting M(µ)j = M(l)j /(tM(µt)

n M(µt)j)

we have a filtration

M(µ) = M(µ)o 2 M(µ)i 2 M(µ)2 2 · · ·
by g[n-modules called the Jantzen filtration [Ja].
It is possible to define an analogous filtration (which we call the
Jantzen filtration) on M(A, µ) associated to 8, although it is not straitforward (see [Ro, Sul). Let M(A,µ) = M(A,µ)o 2 M(A,µ)i 2 · · · be
the Jantzen filtration associated to 8. We refer [Su] for the proof of the
following theorem.
Theorem 8.4 ([Sul). Suppose that A E Dn andµ Et~ satisfy A-µ E
P(Vn®') andµ+ p E PA+p· Then F;..(M(µ)j) = M(\µ)j.

A priori the Jantzen filtrations depend on the choice of the deformation direction 8 E t~. It has been known that the Jantzen filtration
on M(µ) does not depend on the choice of 8 for which ( I )M(µ•) is
non-degenerate [Ba]. Now Theorem 8.4 implies
Proposition 8.5. Let A andµ be as above. Then the Jantzen filtration
on M(A, µ) does not depend on the choice of 8 such that

(8.5)

(8, oY)n =/- 0 for any a E R~ such that (µ

+ p, oY)n

E Z>O·

Let {M(µ)j}j and {M(A,µ)ih be the Jantzen filtrations associated
to same 8. As a direct consequence of Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 8.4,
we have
Theorem 8.6. Let A,µ E Dn and w, y E
µ, A - yoµ E Pn(R). Then we have

(8.6)

(5~

be such that A - w o

[M(A, w o µ)i : .C(A, yoµ)] = [M(w,\ o µ)i : L(y,\ o µ)],

where w,\ and y,\ denote the longest element in 6n[A+p]w and 6n[A+p]y
respectively.
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Let A,µ E Dn andw,y E 6~ besuchthatA-woµ, A-yoµ E Pn(£).
Suppose that wand y are the longest elements in 6n[A+p]w6n [µ+p] and
6n[A+p]y6n[µ+p], respectively. Let {M(woµ)j}j and {M(A,woµ)j}j
be the Jantzen filtration associated to 8 satisfying the condition (8.5).
The following formula was conjectured in [GJ2, GM], and proved in

[BB2].
(8.7)

L [grjM(w o µ): L(y o µ)]q(l,..(y)-l,..(w)-j)/

2

= Pw,y(q),

jEZ?_o

where Pw,y(q) denotes the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial of 6~, and lµ
denotes the length function on 6~. Combining with Theorem 8.6, the
improved Kazhdan-Lusztig formula (8.7) implies its degenerate affine
Hecke analogue, which was conjectured in [Ro] and proved in [Gi2] (for
the non-degenerate affine Hecke algebras).
Theorem 8.7.

(8.8)

(cf. [Gi2, Theorem 2.6.1]) We have

L [grjM(A, w o µ) : £(A, yo µ)]q(l,..(y)-l,..(w)-j)/

2

= Pw,y(q).

jEZ?_o

Remark 8. 8. A similar result for affine Hecke algebras has been announced also by I. Grojnowski.
§A.

Proof of Lemma 5.2

We proceed by two steps.
Step 1.
In the following we use notations Mt(A,µ) to denote H,-module
M(A, µ), and p(n) (resp. f(n)) to denote p = (n - 1, ... , 1, 0) Et~ (resp.
f = (1, ... , 1) E t~) when we want to clarify the rank. For positive
integers £ and n such that n divides £, we set

Mt,n = M,(-pin)

+ (£/n)f(n), -pin)),

(£,n =(_p(n)+(l/n),(nl,-p(n)

E

te,

1

= l_p(n)+(l/n),(n),-p(n)

E

Ml,n·

We will prove
Proposition A.1.

Under the notations given above, we have
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In the case e= n, the module Mn,n is nothing but the principal series representation I(o(nl) (see §6), where o(n) = (0, ... , 0) Et~. In this
case, Proposition A. l has been proved by Rogawski (and also by Cherednik), and we will refer to this result later (in the proof of Lemma A.7):
Lemma A.2 ([Ro] [Ch4]).
(ii) I(o(nl)

(i) dim (I(o(nl))o<n>

= 1.

= (I(o(n)) )~~~>.

(iii) I(o(nl) is simple.
Remark A.3.

Similar statements hold for I(kE(n)) (k E <C).

In order to prove Proposition A.l, we need some preparations. For
1 s;: r s; e - l and 1 s;: p s; e - r, let c~ denote the following cyclic
permutation

Lemma A.4.
that

Let Y be an HR-module and suppose that v E Y is such

(A.1)

a';: v = -v

(k

(A.2)

a~ V = pv,

Sr+pV = V.

= r + l, ... , r + p - l),

Then v E C[6£l¢c~v.
Remark A.5. Since O:r,r+p E Rn(cn and O'.i,r+pV
Proposition 2.5-(ii) that <P{cn-1¢c~V = 0.

= v, it follows from

Proof of Lemma A.4. We will construct an element 'I/; E H£ such that
1P<PcPV
= v explicitly. Note that <PcPr = <Pr+v-1¢ p-1 by (2.9). Since
r
o:j+p-l<Pc~-1v = <Pc~-10:j,r+pV = <Pc~-1v, we have
~

(A.3)

<lJc~V = <lJr+p-l<lJc~-tV

= (1 + Sr+p-10:~+p-l)<Pc~-tV
= (1 + Sr+p-l)<lJ p-tV.
Cr

It is clear that Sr+v<P Crp-1V

= ¢ p-tSr+vV = ¢
Cr

p-1V, from which we have

Cr
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On the other hand, since R£(cf- 1)
have

=

{ar,k
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Ir+ 1:::; k:::; r + p-1},

we

p

<p(c~-1)_1</Jc~-1v

=

IT (1- k

2 )v

(see Proposition 2.5-(ii)).

k=2

Therefore we get
(A.4)
as required.

Q.E.D.

Assume that n divides£ and put m = £/n. In the set P(M£,n) of weights
of M£,n, there exists a unique anti-dominant element (%,n, that is given
by

n
(A.5)

0

(£ n
'

=

n

n

(__.,.....___ __.,.....___

0, ... , 0, 1, ... , 1, ... , m - 1, ... , m - 1 ) .

Take an element TE (6£){-_µ such that r((£,n)
(A.6)

T

= (%,n, which is given by

= w 1 ···Wm-IE 6£.

Here
(A.7)

with
(A.8)
Note that

m-ln-lk-1

l(r)

=

L LL l(d,;(p+I)-i),

p=l k=l j=O

and thus </Jr is expressed as a product of </Jc~ 's.
Iterated applications of Lemma A.4 imply the following

Lemma A.6.

The vector </>rl is a cyclic vector of M£,n :

Now we prove the following

Lemma A.7.

(M£,n)(l,n = C</>rl.
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Proof. For a subset J of {1, ... , £ -1 }, let 61 denote the subgroup of 6t
generated by { Si I i E J}, and let h denote the subspace of t, spanned
by {Ef Ii E Jori -1 E J}. Put H1 = C[61] 0 S(t1) and regard it as a
subalgebra of H,.
Put

(A.9)

Bi = {(i - l)n + 1, (i - 1 )n + 2, ... , in - 1},

B = B1 LJ · · · LJ Bm.

Consider subalgebras HB; S:'! Hn of Ht corresponding to Bi (i = 1, ... , m),
and their modules Ki := HB;</Jrl ~ Mt,n• By (A.5) and Lemma A.2,
we have

(A.10)
The subspace

of Mt,n is an S(t,)-submodule. Lemma A.2 implies
(HBl)~;,:

= (Ki)~~~) 0(K2);~.!') 0 · · · @(Km)(:'-l)e(n),

and its dimension is (n!)m. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 4.1
that

and thus (Mt,nm,:
have

=

(HBl)~f.:. Combining with Lemma A.2-(i), we

(Mt,n)(i,n = (HBl)(i,n = (Ki)o(n) @(K2)e(n) 0' • · @(Km)(m-l)e{n) =C</Jrl•

Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition A.1. Take any v E (Mt,n)(e,n· Lemma A.7 implies
that <PrV = c · ¢rl for some c EC. Putting Vo = v - cl, we have

(A.11)
Let ai EB. Then we have ((t,n, at),= -1, and thus (1-si)v0 = <Pi Vo E
(Mt,n)s;((t,n)· Since the weight si((t,n) does not belong to P(Mt,n), it
must be zero. Therefore sivo = vo.
Hence there exists an H,-homomorphism
(A.12)

f : Mt,n

--?

Mt,n
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such that /(1) = v 0 . By (A.11), we have </> 7 1 E Kerf. This implies
Ker/ = Mt,n by Lemma A.6. Therefore Vo = 0 and thus v E <Cl.

Q.E.D.
Step 2.
We will reduce Lemma 5.2 to Proposition A.I. Fix >. E Dn and
µ E >. - Pn(f). Put £i = Ai - µi (i = 1, ... , n) and ai = E~~ ,ek + l,
bi= Et=l ,ek (i = 1, ... , n). Recall that
((>.,µ,o:~,,a;)f

=

(µ

+ P,O:i,j)n,

((>.,µ,0:6;,b)£

= (>. + P,O:i,j)n.

The following lemma is easy to prove.

Lemma A.8. Let w E 6}_µ and k,k' E {1, ... ,£ -1}. If ai:::; k <
k':::; bi for some i, then w(k) < w(k').
By the conditions in Lemma 5.2, we can find integers
0

= n~ < n~ < n; < · •• < n~ = n,

0

= no < n1 < n2 < · · · < ns = n

such that

i=#n~, ... ,n~

{o: E Rn

I(>.+ p,o:v)n = (µ + p,o:v)n = O} = Rn n

L

Zo:i

i:;l=no, ... ,ns

respectively. Set

Ip' ={an'p-1 +1,an'p-1 +1+l, ... ,bn P -1} (p=l, ... ,r), I'=l~LJ ... LJJ;,
1

Ip= {anp-i+l, anp-i+l
Note that 6>.-µ

~

61

+ 1, ... , bnp
~

61' and

61, /6>.-µ ~ 6}_µ n 61',

Lemma A.9.

- 1} (p = 1, ... , s), I= Ji LJ · · · LJ ls.

6r/6>.-µ ~ 6}_µ n 61.

st_µ n 6t[(>.,µ] ~ 6}_µ n 61.

Proof Let w E 6t_µ n 6t[(>.,µ]- First, we will prove w Est_µ n 61
It is enough to prove that w( {1, 2, ... , bnk}) = {1, 2, ... , bnk} for any
k = l, 2, ... , r. Suppose that w( {1, 2, ... , bnk}) -1- {1, 2, ... , bnJ and let
c be the largest number such that
1 •

(A.13)

ci {1,2, ... ,bnk} andw- 1 (c) E {1,2, ... ,bnk}.
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Since w E 6f_µ, it follows from Lemma A.8 that w- 1 (c) = bi for some
i. Let j be the number such that aj ~ c ~ bj. Note that i ~ n~ < j and
thus
(A.14)
Since w E 6e[(,\,µl, we have

On the other hand, we have
((-\,µ,w-1(t:~)-t:~)e = ((-\,µ,€6, -t:~)e

(A.15)

=((-\,µ, €6, -

ft )e + (bj -

c) = (.X + p, ar,j)n

+ (bj

- c).

Hence we have c = bj and (.X + p, ar,j)n = 0, that contradicts (A.14).
Therefore we proved w E 6f_µ n 6f'.
Next, suppose that w( {1, 2, ... , bnk}) -/- {1, 2, ... , bnk} for some k,
and let c be the smallest number such that

w(c) E {1,2, ... ,bnk} and cf/. {1,2, ... ,bnk}.

(A.16)

Then Lemma A.8 implies c = ai for some i. Now, similar argument as
above deduces a contradiction and thus shows w E et_µn61. Q.E.D.
Let v E M(.X, µ)c;>--,µ· For each p E {1, ... , s}, we can write v as
(A.17)
j

where

zt)

E

{xt)h are linearly independent elements of<C[6t_µn61vpl,

and

<C[6f_µ n 61P].

Lemma A.10.

ezip)l,\,µ

= ((,\,µ,l)zt)1,\,µ

fore E hp'

Proof We have

(A.18)

0 = (l - ((-\,µ, l) )v =

L xt) · (l -

((-\,µ, l)) · zt)1,\,µ-

j

Since 61v

~

6e is closed with respect to the Bruhat order, we have
lzt)1-\,µ, E <C[6f_µ n 61v]l-\,µ- Because {xt)}j are linearly independent, each (l- ((-\,µ,l))zt)1,\,µ must be zero.

Q.E.D.
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be the subalgebra corresponding

where d = #Ip.
It is clear that H1p -module H1p 1>.,µ is isomorphic to Md,np-np-l.
Hence Proposition A.1 implies that zt>1>.,µ E Cl>.,µ- Thus we have
v E qet_µ n 6 I\Jp] for any p. This implies v E Cl>.,µ and proves
Lemma 5.2.

§B.

q-analogue
Let q E C* and suppose that q is not a root of 1.

Definition B.1. The affine Hecke algebra rl1.(q) of GL1. is the associative algebra over C with generators
Ti±l (i

= 1, ... ,£-1),

½±l (i

= 1, ... ,£),

and relations

TiTi-l = 1 = Ti- 1 Ti,
TiTi+lTi = Ti+lTiTi+l,

(Ti+ q)(Ti - q- 1 ) = 0,
TiTj = TjTi (if

Y;Y;-1 = 1 = ½-1¥;,

TiY;Ti = ¥;+1,

Ii - JI > 1),

Y;"Yj = "YjY;,

Ti½= "Y;Ti (if j

f/.

{i, i + 1}).

The subalgebra H1.(q) C rl1.(q) generated by T 1 , ... , T1._ 1 is called the
Hecke algebra of GL1..
Let Uq denote the quantized enveloping algebra of g[n with a coproduct ~: Uq-+ Uq ® Uq, (We refer to [Ji] for the definition.)
Let X and Y be objects of the BGG category O(Uq) (see e.g. [Jo]),
and suppose that X or Y is finite-dimensional. Let Rxy E End c(X @Y)
be the R-matrix on X ® Y in the sense of [Ta]. (Actually, in [Ta], the
R-matrix is considered only in the case where X and Y are both finitedimensional. But it is easy to see that the same construction gives a
well-defined operator on X ® Y as long as X or Y is finite-dimensional.
We also refer to [Ta] for the proof of the properties of the R-matrix
below.) The operator Rxy is invertible and satisfies
(B.1)
where we set Rxy = po Rxy with p being the permutation p(x ®
y) = y ® x. Let Z be another objects of O(Uq) such that at least
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two of {X, Y, Z} are finite-dimensional. Then we have the Yang-Baxter
equation on X 0 Y 0 Z:
(B.2)

(Ryz 0 lx)(ly 0 Rxz)(Rxy 0 lz)

= (lz 0 Rxy )(Rxz 0 ly)(lx 0 Ryz).
Regard Vn as the vector representation of Uq. As proved by Jimbo [Ji],
the correspondence
T,i

1-----7

1®i-1

,0.

'DI

RVnVn

01 ®l-i-l

(i=l, ... ,€-1)

gives an action of 'Re(q) on Vn®l. The following proposition is easy to
prove using (B.1) and (B.2):

Proposition B.2.

There exists a unique homomorphism

such that

(i

= 1, ... , e),

where

k =
i

l @i

,0.

'DI

RVn Vn

,0.

'DI

1@l-i-1

(i=l, ... ,€-1).
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